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About IEEE AESS BRACU SB
8th June 2020 – The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering endorses and

authorizes the initiation of a new chapter designated as “IEEE Aerospace and
Electronic

Systems

Society

(AESS)

Brac

University

Student

Branch

Chapter”. With high prospects, plenty of potential, speculations and uncertainties
Volume 1
Issue 01
Date: 30/12/2020

Affiliation
Brac University

alike, the newly appointed Executive Body embarked on a venture with strict
objectives to prosper in the chapter’s goals and aspirations and excel in its activities.

Words from the Counselor
"“As an active, versatile and dynamic branch, IEEE BracU S B always prioritizes
ways to impart incentives for students to engage in different eminent events in order
to
and

expand their knowledge and expertise, and develop themselves into versed
proficient figures in different fields. Similarly, our most recently initiated

Chapter ‘Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society (AESS)’ has served as a great
advocate of
Editor
Irfanul Arefin

Designer
Biplob Sarker

the Branch’s objectives; an addition that has come through for the

Branch itself and has achieved the ‘IEEE Regional Exemplary Student Branch Award
2020’ from Region

10. I am filled with immense anticipation in regards to the

Chapter’s potentiality and

aspire to see accomplishments which would further

elevate the standards of the Branch overall. ”

– Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, Counselor, IEEE BRACU SB
Special Thanks to
Tahmidur Rahman
Afia Fahmida Rahman

Words from the Advisor
"AESS works with air and space technology. Students work here with great aspiration

Email Address
sbc.bracu.aess@ieee.org

Counselor’s Email Address
a.azad@ieee.org

Address
IEEE BRACU SB,
UB50105, 66 Mohakhali,
Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh

and self-awareness to learn the new technology and inspire the next generation of
engineers. Focus on innovation and performance, it will give you the power of
extreme speed and elegance."
– Abdulla Hil Kafi, Advisor, IEEE AESS BRACU SB

Words from the Chair
"Being the Chair of IEEE AESS BRACU SB has been an extraordinary, enlightening
and challenging experience for me. During this time, I have learned how to work with

professionals and how to manage work professionally. I would like to thank all my
other executive committee members and the Chapter Advisor who are undoubtedly

the best set of individuals I have worked with."
– Ananna Hossain, Chair, IEEE AESS BRACU SB
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Event 1 : Webinar on

The BRAC Onnesha engineers had also shared bits

“Sattelite Expedition: Brac Onnesha”

and pieces of their endeavor pertaining to the
fabrication

of

BRAC

Onnesha

nano-satellite.

On the 25th of July, IEEE AESS BRACU S B successfully
arranged and organized its very event - a webinar

In the final segment, the speakers welcomed the

titled “Satellite Expedition: BRAC Onnesha”. The
webinar convened at 9:00 PM

local

time

opportunity of answering some of the queries put

and

forward by the par ticipants. The context involved

sustained till no longer than 11:00 PM local time.

questions

Sajid Hossain, ViceChair of IEEE AESS BRACU S B was
appointed

as

the

event

moderator

and

session progressed with Mr. Kafi elaborating on the
challenges being faced in an attempt to construct a

addition, the entirety of the event was broadcasted

sustainable

live on IEEE AESS BRACU SB official Facebook page.
Arifur

R.

enthusiasts

to conduct

funding on such projects and also the availability of

collaboration with other institutes. The session and

speaker. He was accompanied by the engineers of

the webinar concluded with Chapter Chair Ananna

BRAC Onnesha – Abdulla Hil Kafi, Raihana Islam

Hossain delivering a brief farewell speech and the

Shams Antara & Maisun Ibn Monowar.

speakers

also took

drawing

attention

to

the

immensely

increasing growth of the industr y and the different

The webinar commenced with Dr. Arifur giving a short

he

for

he had aso emphasized on the immense availability of

welcoming the opportunity of being the event's chief

and

platform

further study and research on satellites. In addition,

Khan had

expressed his endorsement towards the event by

introduction about him

small-scale

face to take on such an endeavor. Moreover, the

platform designed to facilitate online interactions. In

Dr.

of

mandatory provisions and the challenges one would

event was executed on Google Meet, an online

invitation,

fabrication

satellites, the initiatives one would need to take, the

had

successfully executed his obligations accordingly. The

Upon prior

concerning

opportunities that await us as a result.

the

opportunity to express his appreciation towards such

an occasion and the participants’ enthusiasm &

Event 2 : Workshop on

engagement. Subsequently, ViceChair Sajid Hossain

“Sattelite Expedition Contest 2020”

officially began with a formal introduction of all the
respected speakers of the event, followed by a brief

4th

and insightful talk voiced by Dr. Arifur concerning his

successfully organized its long anticipated virtual

engagement in the BRAC Onnesha project. He also

workshop

conveyed his shared experience with the three

distinguished

engineers in depth to the audience;

the work

2020”. The proceedings commenced at 8:00 PM local

environment and the challenges they confronted

time and the session was concluded at around 9:45

during their endeavor. In addition, he also spoke

roughly. The session was supervised and monitored

about different aspects of studying abroad; benefits of

by members of the AESS Executive Panel. Sajid

studying abroad, different opportunities & obstacles

Hossain, ViceChair of IEEE AESS BRACU SB was

one would encounter on such an endeavor and the

designated as the event moderator and had adhered

different mental provisions required.

to

05

December,

Friday -

corresponding

his

event

IEEE AESS BRACU SB
to

“Satellite

obligations

one

of

its

Expedition

most
Contest

accordingly.
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The event was executed on an online platform Google

Moreover, she went on to further provide some prime

Meet, due to scarcity of viability and feasibility of the

examples of space missions and also emphasized on

session being conducted on official campus grounds.

the impor tance of addressing different objectives,

Upon prior consultation and cordial invitation, Mr.

requirements, constraints and potential alternatives.

Abdulla Hil Kafi and Ms. Raihana Islam Shams Antara

expressed their profound enthusiasm in gracing the

Finally, the session housed a final Q/A segment w here

event with their esteemed voice and presence.

queries put forward by contestants were addressed
and clarified by the speakers. The event finally

The

session

officially commenced with Chapter

concluded with a shor t reminder of the competition’s

ViceChair Sajid Hossain embracing the honorable

schedule and a brief farewell speech relayed by

speakers with a formal greeting and introduction.

Chapter Chair Ananna Hossain. The speakers also

Following the

voiced and

took the oppor tunity to express their appreciation

demonstrated a comprehensive introduction of the

towards such an occasion, the organizing committee

competition itself, its roots and a brief over view of the

and

contest. Subsequently, Kafi sir provided more insight

engagement.

introduction,

Kafi

sir

also

the

participants’

enthusiasm

&

on the primary objectives of the competition, the

different evaluation criteria, and the writing format

Thus, the participants were provisioned with an

that must be adhered to and had also put emphasis

opportunity to get more insight on the for thcoming

on the 17 different UN sustainable development goals

event "Satellite Expedition Contest 2020".

that participants must constitute in their schemes.

Additionally, he took the opportunity to share a few

Event 3 : Workshop on

words with regar ds to the BIRDS project and further

“National CanSat Competition 2020”

went to onto address more crucial aspects of the
competitions; the different potential missions, system

5th December, Saturday - IEEE AESS BRACU SB

and design configurations, operational strategies and

successfully arranged and organized its long awaited

environmental testing.

virtual workshop corresponding to one of its most
distinguished event “National CanSat Competition

The final segment was conducted by Ms. Antara, who

2020”. T he session convened at 8:00 PM local time

took the opportunity to provide more elaboration on

Space

Mission

Engineering

and

the

and was commenced shortly after; the session

embodied

concluded at around 9:45 roughly. The session was

formalities and methodologies. Subsequently, she also

supervised and monitored by members of the AESS

shed light on some of the crucial aspects of

Executive Panel. Sajid Hossain, ViceChair of IEEE

developing a mission – different types of expenditures

involved,

establishment

and

maintenance

of

AESS BRACU SB was designated as the event

a

moderator

schedule, and the reliability of the mission itself.

feasibility of the session being conducted on official

ideas, space mission timeline, and also the different
committees

administering

obligations

platform - Google Meet, due to scarcity of viability and

the characteristics and feasibility of different mission
space

his

accordingly. The event was executed on an online

Additionally, she also imparted extensive insight on

prominent

and had adhered to

campus grounds.

and

overseeing different mission objectives.
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Upon prior consultation and cordial invitation, Mr.

The speakers also took the opportunity to express

Abdulla Hil Kafi and Ms. Raihana Islam Shams Antara

their appreciation towards such an occasion, the

had already expressed their strong interest and

organizing committee

enthusiasm in gracing the event as speakers.

enthusiasm & engagement.

The

officially commenced with Chapter

Thus, the participants were provisioned with an

ViceChair Sajid Hossain embracing the speakers with

opportunity to get more insight on the for thcoming

a formal greeting and introduction. It was followed by

event "National CanSat Competition 2020".

session

and also

the

participants’

a brief introduction of the competition, its roots and
the

extensive

and

significant

changes

to

the

Event 4 : Satellite Expedition Contest 2020

competition under online arrangements, voiced by
Kafi sir. Subsequently, Kafi sir provided more insight

Fall, 2020 – IEEE AESS BRACU SB announces the

on the primary objectives of the competition, the

commencement of one of its most prestigious and

crucial criterias and guidelines that contestants must

distinguished event – Satellite Expedition Contest

adhere to; the designated rulebook was used as a

2020

reference all the while. Subsequent to thorough

Contest”). Satellite Expedition Contest seeks for

elaborations on all the significant aspects of the

innovative, inclusive and quality paper submissions

competition, contestants were provisioned with the

pertaining

opportunity to put any sustaining queries forward

potentially serve

which was then addressed and clarified by Kafi sir.

society. It encourages enthusiasts to fur ther develop

(previously

to

titled

micro/nano

“Satellite

satellites

Mission

Idea

which could

to benefit the general human

and enhance their paper writing skills and stimulate
The final segment was voiced by Ms. Antara, who

extensive research in the field of Aerospace and

took the opportunity to address the competition’s

Electronics.

roots

and

incentives

more

comprehensively.

Additionally, she also provided a more detailed and

The first annual of the event, which was conducted

comprehensive insight on the technical aspects of a

on

CanSat; the different subsystems & their constituents,

recognition and embraced engagement from a large

the different required electrical components and their

number

essential specifications. Subsequently, Ms. Antara

pandemic, the second annual of the competition was

shared her ver y own experience by demonstrating

executed and conducted online for the very first time

practical images and videos of fabrication, deployment

with an increased prize pool; a grand total of 37,000

and operation of her very own CanSat. Finally, the

BDT for the event was dispensed. Organized and

session housed a final Q/A segment w here queries

administered by the Chapter itself, the organizing

put forward by contestants were addressed and

committee had also established collaboration with

clarified by the speakers.

LaSSET and partnership with UNICEF Bangladesh and

official

campus

of enthusiasts.

UNICEF Global.
The event finally concluded with a short reminder of
the competition’s important deadlines and a brief
farewell speech delivered by Chapter Chair Ananna
Hossain.
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The Chapter had also dedicated significant amount of

National CanSat Competition provides incentives and

effort and time in establishing an affiliation with a

supplements challenges for enthusiasts to develop

very prominent corporate organization – Akash DTH,

their practical skills in regar ds to small-scale satellites

who had agreed upon a financial sponsorship of two

and portray them in self-built small-scale satellite

of

projects

the

Chapter’s

most

prestigious

events

and

contributed a very generous fund grant. T he event
had

also

employed

services

and

expertise

which would be

demonstrated

by the

participants in the event.

of

numerous students embodying different educational

The first annual of the event, which was conducted

institutes from all over the nation, in order to serve as

on

Event Ambassadors.

recognition and embraced engagement from a large

official

number
On

4th

December,

the

grounds,

of enthusiasts.

received

Due

to the

immense
sustaining

committee

pandemic, the second annual of the competition was

successfully arranged and conducted a wor kshop. The

executed and conducted online for the very first time

workshop

and

with an increased prize pool; a grand total of 47,000

procedural aspects and also provided a platform for

BDT for the event was dispensed. Organized and

contestants

and concerns

administered by the Chapter itself, the organizing

forward. The workshop was conducted by none other

committee had also established collaboration with

than BRAC Onnesha Engineers – Mr. Abdulla Hil Kafi

LaSSET and partnership with UNICEF Bangladesh and

& Ms. Raihana Islam Shams Antara. Subsequently,

UNCEF Global. The Chapter had also dedicated

the initial phase also called for paper submissions

significant amount of effort and time in establishing

from

an affiliation

addressed
to

different

put their

registered

organizing

campus

teams.

technical

queries

The

competition

had

with

a

very

prominent

corporate

embraced registration and submissions from a total of

organization – Akash DT H, who had agreed upon a

10 teams.

financial sponsorship of two of the Chapter’s most
prestigious events and contributed a ver y generous

The competition is still running. The final phase of the

fund grant. The event had also employed services and

competition will be summoning 5 teams as finalists to

expertise of numerous students embodying different

an online presentation on the basis of their submitted

educational institutes from all over the nation, in

papers. Additionally, a j udging panel was appointed in

order to serve as Event Ambassadors.

order to oversee

the

presentations and impart

evaluation reports. Finally, winning teams will be

Due

to

online

arrangements

and

scarcity

of

announced and awarded with the designated prize

practicality, teams were instr ucted to devise and build

money and winning certificates.

a fully integrated 3D Model of a typical CanSat with
the help of a prescribed 3D Design Application. On 5t h

Event 5 : National CanSat Competition

December, the organizing committee successfully

2020

arranged and conducted a workshop pertaining to the

event. The workshop addressed different technical
and procedural aspects, demonstrated the practical

Fall, 2020 – IEEE AESS BRACU SB announces the

operation of a typical CanSat and also provided a

commencement of one of its most prestigious and

platform for contestants to put their queries and

distinguished event – National CanSat Competition

concerns forward.

2020.
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The workshop was conducted by none other than

BRAC Onnesha Engineers – Mr. Abdulla Hil Kafi & Ms.
Raihana Islam Shams Antara. Subsequently, the initial

phase also called for CDR submissions from registered
teams. A total of 16 teams had signed up for the

competition and had lodged their submissions.
The competition is still running. The final phase of the
competition will be summoning 8 teams as finalists to
an online presentation on the basis of their submitted
models. Additionally, a judging panel was appointed in
order to oversee

the

presentations and impart

evaluation reports. Finally, winning teams will be
announced and awarded with the designated prize

money and winning certificates.
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[ Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the Chapter was compelled to organize all of it's
events off official campus grounds. All the events were organized and conducted online. ]
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Webinar | Satellite Expedition: Brac Onnesha

Workshop | Satellite Expedition Contest
2020
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Workshop | National Cansat Competition
2020

Workshop | National Cansat Competition
2020
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"Man must rise above the Earth — to the top of the
atmosphere and beyond — for only thus will he
fully understand the world in which he lives." Socrates

IEEE BRACU SB, UB50105, 66 Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh

